
Dear Editor,

We read with interest the letter of Yiginer et al1 about our recent article titled
“Paroxysmal atrial fibrillation in myotonic dystrophy type 1 patients: P wave duration
and dispersion analysis”. In our study we showed significantly increased P wave duration
and dispersion in DM1 patients compared to age and sex-matched healthy controls and
in DM1 patients subgroup with atrial fibrillation (AF) compared to DM1 patients without
atrial arrhythmias. We are aware that the difficulty in defining P-wave onset and offset
may restrict the accuracy and reproducibility of the manual measurements. However, we
believe that scanning and digitizing electrocardiogram (ECG) signals from paper records
in order to display them on a high-resolution computer screen is a feasible and accurate
analysis method with acceptable intraobserver and interobserver errors (< 5% in our
DM1 population), as previously demonstrated by Dilaveris et al2.

The atrial electromechanical delay (AEMD) duration is the sum of impulse propaga-
tion from sinus node to the atria and atrial electromechanical coupling duration3. The
AEMD measurement was obtained placing tissue Doppler (TDI) sample volume on lateral
mitral annulus (named lateral PA), septal mitral annulus (septal PA) and right ventricular
tricuspid annulus (RV PA). Time intervals from the onset of P-wave on surface-ECG to the
beginning of A-wave (PA) representing atrial-electromechanical delay were obtained
from lateral mitral annulus, septal mitral annulus and right ventricular (RV) tricuspid an-
nulus and named as lateral PA, septal PA and RV PA respectively. The timing of mechani-
cal activation of each reference point namely lateral mitral, septal mitral and RV tricuspid
annuli depends on the distances of these points to sinus node; the RV tricuspid annulus
and the lateral mitral annulus are respectively the earliest and the latest point to be acti-
vated by the impulse arising from sinus node. Therefore, it is hypothesized that the dif-
ference between any two reference points reflects the mechanical-delay between these
two points. The difference between septal PA and RV PA was defined as intra-right atrial
AEMD, the difference between lateral PA and septal PA was defined as intra-left atrial
AEMD, and the difference between lateral PA and RV PA was defined as inter-atrial
AEMD4. Previous studies evaluated the predictive role of intra-left atrial electromechani-
cal delay for paroxysmal atrial fibrillation recurrence in some clinical conditions5-7. We
have recently evaluated the AEMD in a DM1-population with normal cardiac function
and its relationship to AF onset underwent a long period external loop recorder monitor-
ing, performed every six months during a four years follow up8. Our results showed that
intra-left-AEMD and inter-AEMD were found to be independent predictors of AF-onset
in DM1 patients; in particular a cut off-value of 39.2 ms for intra-left-AEMD had a sensi-
tivity of 90% and a specificity of 90% in identifying DM1-patients with AF-risk who need
a careful cardiac monitoring. Considering the high supraventricular arrhythmias risk and
its consequences, the early identification of DM1-patients at high risk for AF is of pivotal
importance for the optimization of the clinical follow-up and medical therapy. Intra-left-
and inter-AEMD represent non-invasive, inexpensive, useful and simple parameters to as-
sess the AF-risk in DM1 patients.
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